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AS EXPECTED, STRONG WARM SURGE OPENS UP THE WORKWEEK 

Good test of the EPO index coming up over the next 2 weeks, as the modeling suggest it 
will trend strongly negative!  But as you see in today’s post, one index cannot completely 
overcome a hostile hemispheric pattern… 

1. Warmest 2-day period of the early spring season gets underway today…

2. Cooling returns to the region during the mid / late week period, but it will be modest at
best…

3. The arrival of a -EPO pattern around March 12th signals the first attempt at dislodging
the Canadian cold.  But the long running negative phase of the Pacific North American
teleconnection (-PNA) will likely inhibit its ability to bodily change the pattern…

STORM TRENDS 

NO REGION-WIDE DISRUPTIVE WEATHER EVENTS EXPECTED THIS WEEK 

Tuesday looks to be the day that features the most widespread precipitation, with the 
vast majority of the region seeing rain showers or periods of mainly light rain… 

As has been the case most of the winter, northern Maine looks to be the location for late 
season snowfall this week; primarily far northern Maine during the Tuesday into early 
Wednesday period… 

1. Widespread partly to mostly sunny conditions will combine with well above normal
temps today to produce a burst of spring fever!

2. I should mention that very low humidity levels are going to accompany the well above
normal temps today and while it might seem odd, it does raise the specter of an
enhanced brush fire potential across portions of the northern Middle Atlantic, southern
NY and Southern New England areas…
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3.  Scattered to widespread shower activity and areas of light rain will develop from west 
to east across the region Tuesday morning (western NY / western PA) on into eastern 
NY/eastern PA/NJ and New England later in the day.   
 
A – TEMPERATURE TRENDS  
 
Well we are going to see a -EPO develop over the next few days and have staying power 
into late March.  Most model schemes are onboard with a period of strongly negative 
EPO values. 
 
Here is the European model’s ensemble EPO forecast for the next 2 weeks or so. 
 

 
 
- Note as we approach March 12th the EPO takes a steep dive and goes very negative all 
the way to the end of the forecast period; March 23rd. 
 
-  This suggest a trend toward building upper level heights across the northern and 
northeaster Pacific, along with decreasing heights southward closer to the equator in the 
eastern Pacific. 
 
-  Many times, this would strongly suggest the door would open to a steady southward 
and southeastward movement of Canadian air into the central & eastern U.S. 
 
-  But one teleconnection (in this case the EPO) does not by itself control the flow of air 
across North America.  There are other teleconnections that can be constructive or 
destructive to the impacts of a -EPO. 
 
In this case, I am taking about another teleconnection critical to how cold air moves into 
the U.S.; The Pacific North American index (PNA).  The PNA sector stretches from the 
eastern and northern Pacific on eastward across the U.S.  It measures the pressure 
difference from the east/northeast Pacific to the Southeast U.S.  When it is positive 
(+PNA), pressures are higher across the eastern Pacific and the western U.S. & Canada 
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and lower across the eastern U.S.  When the PNA is negative (-PNA), the pressures 
are lower across the eastern Pacific and the western U.S. & Canada, but higher across 
the eastern U.S. 
 
Here are the 2 PNA phases; +PNA on the left; -PNA on the right 
 

 
 
-  The +PNA (left) features higher heights across the western U.S. & Canada with lower 
heights located over the eastern U.S.  This allows cold are to come southward into the 
eastern and northeastern U.S. 
 
-  The -PNA (right) features lower heights across the eastern Pacific on into the western 
U.S. & Canada, while higher than normal heights exist across the east and southeast 
(Southeast ridge!!!).  This favors colder conditions across the western U.S. and above 
normal temps across the eastern U.S. 
 
For much of the winter, we have seen a -PNA combined with a +EPO.  Both of these 
teleconnections favor a warm central and eastern U.S., and the results have been exactly 
that. 
 
Now, with the apparent onset of an extended period of -EPO and its implied cooling, we 
need to check the current and forecast state of the PNA. 
 
When the -EPO is associated with a +PNA, the 2 work together and constructively help to 
produce and maintain a cold eastern U.S. pattern. 
 
But when a -EPO is associated with a -PNA, the -PNA is considered a destructive force 
on getting the typical cold response to a -EPO. 
 
The -EPO implies higher than normal heights across the eastern Pacific, but the -PNA 
means the higher heights will not extend into the western U.S. & Canada. 
 
This greatly limits the potential for the -EPO to unload cold air into the U.S. 
 
The problem is the domains of the 2 teleconnections (EPO and PNA) overlap.  This 
means you cannot just look at one teleconnection rule and think it will work.  You have to 
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look at adjacent teleconnection sectors to see if they will work together or will they 
become destructive. 
 
Here is a map of the general EPO & PNA sectors. 
 

 
 
-  As depicted on the map, the western portions of the PNA sector overlaps the northern 
portion of the EPO sector.   
 
-  If the western portions of the PNA sector feature lower pressures than the eastern U.S. 
portion of the sector, the PNA will be negative.  While the north to south pressure 
difference of the EPO may allow for a -EPO, the overall pressure anomalies will not allow 
the effective transport of cold air southward out of Canada. 
 
Here is the European forecast for the PNA for the next 2 weeks… 
 

 
 
-  Note the PNA is forecast to remain strongly negative at the same time the EPO is 
trending strongly negative.   
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- A strongly negative PNA implies eastern U.S. pressures will be higher than western 
U.S. pressures.   
 
-  So, while the EPO is entering a long period of negative values, which are normally 
associated with cold across the eastern U.S., the fact that the PNA will also be negative 
means the 2 teleconnections will tend to cancel themselves out. 
 
-  If the PNA were neutral or only modestly negative, the -EPO would likely be able to 
overcome it to some degree. 
 
Ideally for cold periods, you want to see the -EPO and a +PNA work together. 
 
Here are the projected jet stream height anomalies for March 13th… 

 
 
-  Note the very higher than normal heights across the North Pacific.  That anomaly 
forces the EPO to go strongly negative. 
 
-  Meanwhile there are lower heights across western U.S. and southwestern Canada, 
along with higher than normal heights across the eastern U.S.  That is a strong -PNA 
pattern. 
 
So, what does this all mean?  It means the -EPO cold signal will be interfered with by the 
-PNA pattern. 
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The strong North Pacific ridge will try to push the bitter cold air sitting across 
Canada southward, but its southward movement will be impeded by the higher heights 
across the eastern U.S. 

I do expect the -EPO to force some impressive cold high-pressure systems to develop 
across southern Canada, which will then straddle the U.S. / Canadian border.   

If and when low-level and/or surface northwesterly flow periods develop, above normal 
temperature periods across the Northeast may be strongly reversed for 1- or 2-day 
periods.  It also means, if and when a storm develops south of New England, there would 
be plenty of cold air sitting off to the north to cause surprise precipitation issues. 

Summary 

Well above normal temperatures today and Tuesday will slowly cool during the mid/late 
week period.  Overall temps are expected to stay above normal over the next 2 weeks.  
There will likely be periods that brief low-level northwesterly flows allow for the intrusion 
of seasonally cold conditions.  And if a strong storm can cut under New England, a brief 
period of much colder than normal conditions could develop. 

We will need to closely monitor the evolution of the PNA teleconnection.  If it were to 
trend toward its -PNA mode (western ridging / eastern lower heights), the -EPO would be 
able to fully dominate the pattern.  For now, that looks like a longshot. 

DISRUPTIVE WEATHER 

All in all, a fairly benign weather week expected across most Northeast areas.  

A disturbance will cross the region Tuesday into early Wednesday, but it will not feature 
any widespread heavy rain or snow, nor other types of disruptive weather. 

Rain or rain showers will be the favored precip type for the vast majority of the region.  
Most areas will receive light to border line moderate amounts Tuesday into Tuesday 
night.  Most areas will see rain totals only in the 0.10 to 0.20 inches of rain.  Along the 
NY/Canadian border area, extreme northern VT & NH amounts in the 0.30 to 0.50 range 
seem likely. 

The overall heaviest precip totals from Tuesday into early Wednesday will be across far 
northern Maine where totals to an inch or more of liquid equivalent is expected.  Across 
these areas of far northern Maine some, if not much, of the precip will fall in the form of 
snow or mixed snow / sleet.  I am expecting a general 4 to 8-inch snowfall, local totals to 
10 inches, from about Presque Isle north and west. 

We may also see a light snow accumulation across far northeastern NY, extreme 
northern VT & NH, but once again it is far northern Maine with the greatest snow 
potential.  Snow exits far northern Maine early Wednesday. 

Mainly fair weather spread back across the entire region Wednesday and a mostly dry 
pattern is expected through the remainder of the workweek. 
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Extended Thoughts 

As always, we continue to look for a major mid / late March winter storm.  It certainly 
does not happen all the time, but there are many Marchs that feature a big event to finally 
close out the season.  Although for many northern Middle Atlantic and Southern New 
England; southeastern NY snow lovers would argue the snow season never really 
started. 
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